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In its consistent endeavor to bring meaningful activities to the students
Titans club organised a G.D. event on 29th of Sep, 2018. Around 30
students put forth their convictions and thoughts in a pursuable manner.
Under the orchestration of Prof. Geeta Sharma mam, conducted by Damini
Arya and Kanishka Pawar, the event was conducted to chisel the skills of
the students and enchance their personalities.The final lap will be held
with the seniors competing with the qualifiers of the former event.

Damini Arya
MBA-MS 2 yrs
2018-20

Kanishka Pawar
MBA-MS 2 yrs
2018-20
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Communication SKILLS
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Soft-skills Presentation
Powerpoint presentations are one of the important elements of MBA course which gives clarity
about your communication, managing and presentation skills to the audience. Once you
complete your course your need to give the presentations more in organisations.
Some basic tips of preparing your presentation are:1. Presentation should be appealing to the eyes.
2. Themes and layouts should be added.
3. Use graphical presentation.
4. Images and sounds give effectiveness.
MBA-MS 2 year batch staged powerpoint presentations on various topics such as Bamboo
Plantations, Online Food Delivery, Traditional Vs Modern Jewellery etc which helped them in
chiselling, managing, presenting their skills and team work .

Programme PInnacles
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Management Theories Skit
MBA-MS 2 YEARS Batch in its early session, staged acts on the four general management theories
namely:The theory of Scientiﬁc Management,
The theory of Administrative Management,
Bureaucratic theory of Management &
Behavioural theory of management.
The performance took place under the counsel of Prof. Geeta Sharma Mam and was conducted by
Kuldeep patidar.

Kuldeep Patidar
MBA-MS 2 yrs
2018-20
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“When it comes to securing that ‘omnipotent’ job offer it isn’t enough just to have a good
degree.Relevant work experience via an internship is now just as important as exam results to
your future career and is one of the key attributes sought by the employers”,suggest our
seniors who have completed their internships with a view that , internship is no longer ‘good
to have’ but a ‘must have’.

INTERNSHIP AT TECH MAHINDRA ,PUNE
There is learning which you receive in college. And then, there are the
practical lessons which you gain at work. And the best way to build
skills and understand an industry is through undertaking an
internship.
My internship at Tech Mahindra was the best internship ever, not
because of the brand value itself, but because of the amazing work
culture they had and the keen interest my mentor showed in the project
which was just 2 months long.I worked in TLS (Technical Learning
Service) department where I basically researched and implemented
the knowledge in improving the existing skills and upskilling the
employees with future technology.The focus was on increasing their
productivity and output.I am interested in pursuing a career in
management and desire to work in a corporate setup which is why I
was keen on improving my non-technical skills. It was because of this
that I chose to do a project that would improve my Ms-Office skills,
especlially excel.What I have learnt during the internship will no doubt
help me in the future. I had an opendiscussion with my mentor about
my career goals and which is why he assigned this project to me that
would help me.
For me personally, this helped me a lot in improving my networking
and marketing as I handled the customer relations, queries regarding
the Skilling ride. The one and only thing I’d suggest you right now is,
don’t go after money but go after learning experience. Try to get
internships where you think you’ll be able to learn a lot. It’s
this knowledge which has helped me in my campus placement.

Kanishka Namdeo
Dual Specialisation in
HR & Marketing
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INTERNSHIP AT NETLINK ,INDORE
"Experience! Internships are the perfect way to enhance your resume
through relevant experience." says Naina , worked at Netlink
softwares MNC on Finance based profile.
Naina says, "when an employer sees that you have completed an
internship, it goes a long way to convince him that you are an asset to
the company".
It's not enough to simply show that you’ve spent some time as an
intern. List the tasks you have done and projects you have participated
to demonstrate your value.
During your internship you can acquire new skills and abilities which
can improve you as a young professional and furthermore enhance
your resume.

Naina Jain
Dual Specialisation in
Finance & Marketing

INTERNSHIP AT BAJAJ FINSERV ,UJJAIN

Abhishek Arya
Dual Specialisation in
Finance & Marketing

Abhishek talks about how meaningful internship kick started his
career.
"I thought I won't be able to make it in the campus placements due to
my academic record. Though I scored well in my undergrad which
helped a lot to crack my internship interview.”
He worked at Brand Factory, Ujjain & brought it to the 2nd position
for making the maximum number of transactions at the pan India
level.
According to him, if you are lucky enough to snag a beneficial
internship, it can be remarkably valuable for your career.

INTERNSHIP AT BAJAJ FINSERV ,INDORE
According to Afaq Hussain, "employers in today's market rely heavily
on resume that illustrates a relevant work history, whether that's from
internship, volunteer work or actual job experience.”
Afaq says "the experience we go through is what shapes us. Your
internship will not only encourage your personal development but
will also give you a greater understanding to yourself.

Afaq Hussain
Dual Specialisation in
Finance & Marketing
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Don't be patriotic on occasions.
We have already learned the hard way, how we got our freedom, the price
Of which we paid by losing our precious ones.But after all this, are we really independent?

Why do we set our patriotic standards high
For just 2 days out of 365,
The roots of our country are corrupted & weak,
Is that the freedom we seek?
The greediness of people escalates more,
That’s why corruption comes knocking our door.
Poverty covers the more part,
that brings our equality apart.
Today,whole country is in a panic,
because terrorism make their attack with atomic,
Have we really got freedom paranomic?
We are not supposed to think freely,
because that fear of what others think about us, covers extremely.
With the efforts of freedom fighters, today we are alive
Are we really justifying the sacrifice of our soldiers lives
The country is divided by faith & belief,
Can’t we learn to live with peace
After all these trauma,the hopes are still alive.
One day every child will get educational right.
One day every poor will get a proper diet.
One day every woman could roam fearlessly at night,
We together will make our country’s future bright.

Sejal Neema
MBA-MS 2 yrs
2018-20
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THERE IS NO TOOL FOR DEVELOPMENT more
effective than the EMPOWEMENT OF WOMEN. So
here’s my lil piece for all the women out there.
She is fire from the dragon’s mouth,
And even the lava that pushes down.
She is one step higher than you,
And dictates things the way you do.
She is ocean but the mountains too,
And someone who’s larger than your shoe.
She is the breaking walls,
And the endless talks.
SHE IS OVER AND AROUND
She is the universe you stand in,
And the orbits you revolve around.
She holds a thunderstorm within,
Rain And sky comes alongside.
She is the work you regret,
And the art you can never forget.
She is the beauty of night sky,
And shines brighter than the stars high.
She gets higher than the helium balloons,
And walks farther than the lantern blue.
She is a kiss planted on cheeks,
And a bubble on nose tip.
She has solution to jigsaw,
But a one in herself too.
SHE IS BOLD
SHE IS BEAUTIFUL
SHE IS YOU...

Divya Chauhan
MBA-MS 2yrs
2017-19
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